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Headline Specifications:
High Voltage system:
• 1 x 600kW Electric Motor - Imperium E
• 2 x 600kW Electric Motors - Imperium
• 4 x 600kW Electric Motors - Imperium S
• 800V system architecture
• 100kWh / 50kWh battery pack options
• Front and rear axle gearbox
• Torque Vectoring options
• Carbon Monocoque Chassis - single piece element
• Front Wheel - 20 inch design
• Rear Wheel 21 inch design
• Tyres - Optimised for the Michelin range
• Overall weight Imperium E - 900kg
• Overall weight Imperium - 1,200kg
• Overall weight Imperium S - 1,150kg

Headline Specifications:
Low voltage system:
•
•
•
•

Integrated display dash screen
Multi function steering wheel
Central console media system
Climate Control - cooling and heating via electrical pump and heater

Battery Pack:
• 800V system architecture
• Water cooled 3d printed polymer matrix, embedding 1865 cylindrical cell
type.
• 100kWh energy density battery pack - 450kg weight.

Headline Specifications:
Chassis highlights:
• Single piece Carbon Monocoque element
• Carbon and honeycomb reinforced resin plastic construction with
integrated halo and roll over hoop with internal metal elements.
• Front Crash dual beam (metallic extrusion)
• Side sill honeycomb crash protection - twin wall.
• Rear carbon crash box - carbon reinforced plastic with honeycomb
cores.

Suspension:
• Coil spring over aluminium and carbon damper body.
• Air lift per damper for sport, comfort and track settings.

Aerodynamic highlights:
•
•
•
•

Rear wing with integrated air brake.
Dorsal wing
Front flaps for cooling diversion
Side blade aerofoils

The AMC Story, so far:
After 21 years of making sports cars, Arash Motor Company continues its
next chapter in the Pure Electric Vehicle Market. Since the birth of the
incredible AF-10 Hybrid, our fascination continues further to the pure
electrical car.
A sense of solid state and intelligent technology drove us to - “what if” and
“what would it be like”. Our bold journey continues with the use of super
lightweight electrical motors, intelligent inverters, ultra energy dense and
light battery packs.
Our continued fascination in the latest “edge of the stratosphere”
technology has pushed our engineering challenges further than we could
ever imagine. Our dedicated and enthusiastic team of engineers, artists,
craftsmen and scientists have concluded our latest creation... Imperium.
'Imperium' is the name confidentially chosen as its literal translation is
'Absolute power' from the Latin origins of language. The term Absolute
power not only points toward the combination of 4 ultra powerful and light
integrated inverter motors, but also the culmination of it all. Ultimate
power in terms of technology, road presence and performance as well as
the feeling given to the passengers lucky enough to enjoy its duty -to thrill
as well as move and emote.

The reason behind it:
It was a long and enduring process to decide what was the next model in
the 21 year history of making sports cars. We had to look back to our
origins, the reason why we started this story. It was the truly immersive
experience of our founders trip to Le Mans in France to see the 1998 24hours endurance race.
It was the speed, the light, the atmosphere as well as the night time
activities that lead to the love of cars.
The car today has all of those emotions captured with an acceptance and
bold look to the future.
It was our fascination to take the body styling, packaging and cooling to the
next level of car design and engineering.
The new 'Imperium' hyper car has been designed with true love, passion
and emotion with every angle, part and design considered for driving, the
adoration of cars, endurance racing and ownership.
We have treated the birth of each car as a masterpiece to be enjoyed,
cherished and passed down to generations of owners.
The future has become more electric than we could possibly imagine and
with this electrical revolution that we are living with today, we have chosen
to embrace it and pass that wonder to you.

Why the Arash Imperium:
'Imperium' has all our expected wants in a car. From a very low styling
aesthetic, our signature clear acrylic dorsal fin, the large front eyes and
our signature front wing element on the face of the car.
All of these distinctive features culminate into the 'absolute power' we
seek on the road.
Imperium has the lightest and most energy dense motors to date at 18kg
including the inverter pack. The battery pack is also one of the most
compact and energy rich in any car today with 100kWh and a 450kg weight.
The Imperium S edition has an optional 50kWh battery pack with a final
pack weight of 250kg for track work specifically.
For the first time in our history, we have designed a single element carbon
monocoque to package all the powertrain components. This design has
allowed a more elegant solution to body panel fitment, air flow management
and overall reduction in weight.
The use of more carbon composite materials blended with metallic and 3d
printed structures has allowed us to enhance our overall performance and
assembly process that is ideal for our dedicated team and the exciting
production output of these masterpieces.
Imperium has an overall weight of 1,200 kg with a 100kWh battery pack and
a 1,150 kg overall weight for the 50kWh battery pack. These figures in
conjunction with an overall output at peak performance of 4 x 600kW leads
to an impressive figure of 2,400 kW.

What is the advantage of EV and Hybrid systems:
After 21 years working relentlessly with Internal Combustion Engines
(ICE) as well as hybrid systems, we have started to increase our
expectations of performance, the changes in physics started to become
more advantageous for us.
The lean towards the reduction of weight and increase in power, started to
change as we improved our voltage systems to 800V and having an
integrated inverter and motor.
The overall power and package improved dramatically - the pressure of
reducing global carbon emissions had also started to push us towards a
pure EV with great effect.
Our total outcome had so many advantages in pure EV as we pushed our
stratospheric envelope of technology. These included moving parts that
mattered into smaller packages, cooling systems that are more compact
and efficient, to cool a smaller number of parts with gearboxes that require
less moving parts and frictional losses and finally an elimination of exhaust
and liquid fuel systems.

Where it is made:
All made in our Newmarket HQ - quality control and ability to improve
techniques are managed here. We are able to use our innovative
techniques with confidence that they are maintained in our way. Our
manufacturing facilities are world leading in terms of standards and
feature pleasant working environments throughout.

Latest innovations:
Carbon 3d printed parts, used throughout the vehicle.
Acrylic dorsal fin adds the advantages of aerodynamics but allows the
removal of a 'weighted' look.
Light battery pack using composite materials that are fire retardant and
non conductive.
3D printed cooling matrix in our battery modules - allowing for advanced
cooling cavities.
Automated wire bonding for our battery anode and cathode assemblies.
Integrated inverters and motors - the use of Silicone Carbide switches to
allow high voltage use.
Carbon monocoque as a single element. The use of foam and metal
honeycomb cores that are normally found in extreme motorsport use.
Energy dense motors with lightest weight in class.

How it is made:
3D Print - the new generation of 3D printers and filaments allows us to
make more intricate and stronger structures that would normally only be
achieved using traditional 5 axis machining processes.
Carbon tooling - the ability to make a carbon monocoque to the highest
standards requires the most advanced tooling.
Hand made parts and assembly - every part is assembled by hand.
Machines are only used to make smaller structures and make the tooling
forms for carbon parts. A team of expert artisans and assemblers form a
large pool of experience, to construct each masterpiece.

The production:
75 Masterpieces in total.

-

5 Launch Editions
20 Imperium E
25 Imperium
20 Imperium S
5 Imperium Final Edition (Available at a later date)

Arash Experiences:
- Lifestyle coaching across the globe, with the invitation to join the
'Imperium Circle' of friends and owners of the car.

- Track days and high performance driving courses at multiple venues
around the world.

- One on One coaching for supercar drivers.
- Regular meetings of owners and supporters for a “cars & coffee” event
at AMC HQ.

